Hispanic Folktales & Myths
For Kids

Caroline Pitcher—Mariana the Merchild
Lois Ehlert—Moon Rope: A Peruvian Folktale
Lois Ehlert—Cuckoo: A Mexican Folktale
Alma Flor Ada—The Lizard and the Sun
Gerald McDermott—Jabuti the Tortoise
Gerald McDermott—Musicians of the Sun
Pat Mora—The Race of Toad and Deer (Spanish Language)
Margaret Read Macdonald—Conejito: A folktale from Panama
Robert D. San Souci—The Little Seven Colored Horse

Marisa Montes—Juan Bobo Goes to Work
Felix Pitre—Juan Bobo and the Pig
Felix Pitre—Paco and the Witch
Jan Mike—Juan Bobo and the Horse of Seven Colors (also in Spanish)
Nancy Van Laan—The Magic Bean Tree
Barbara Knutson—Love and Roast Chicken (also in Spanish)
Carmen Agra Deedy—Martina, The Beautiful Cockroach (also in Spanish)
Lucia Gonzalez—The Bossy Gallito
Pleasant DeSpain—The Dancing Turtle
Lulu Delacre—Golden Tales: Myths, Legends and folktales From Latin America

To view a list of these titles and other Hispanic Folktales in our catalog, click here.